Fondation Arpe Delegation
Ms. Ana Sainz de Vicuña Bemberg

In Madrid, 20 December 2021

We at Asociación AIRES would like to express our most sincere thanks for the support we have just
received from the Foundation Arpe.
This is the second year that we have received the support of Fondation Arpe for our projects and we
are very happy to consolidate a relationship in which together we join forces to continue being part
of the solution to a reality that surrounds us and that is not indifferent to us, that of women who are
or have been victims of gender violence and are in a situation of homelessness.
We would like to thank you for the interest shown in the work we carry out at AIRES, especially for
your trust and your commitment to our organization, our team and our project, as well as your
financial support, which this year 2021 has materialized in the form of a donation of 10,300 euros.
As you already know, AIRES is a young organization whose founders and workers have a very valuable
professional background, with the experience and specialized training that has enabled us to become
a benchmark organization in the sector and to set up a pioneering project in Europe that is giving
great results in the eradication of the homelessness suffered by women who have survived violence
but have lost everything along the way.
Through our project La Morada we provide comprehensive support to women who are homeless
from a clear gender perspective. We provide them with one-person housing and a team specialized
in trauma counselling, which supports them in recovering and rebuilding their life project.
In addition to housing, we also provide care in the street and in our Espacio ACTIVAS.
La Morada has become even more important since the beginning of the pandemic, as it is allowing
the women housed in our project to live the pandemic with the same security as the majority of
citizens, counting on the protection of their homes against the virus instead of having to spend day
and night on the streets or in overcrowded shelters.
The financial support we have received from you this year will allow us to move forward with this
much-needed project, La Morada. Specifically, your support will allow us to develop the computer
classroom that we have called Conectadas, with which we want to combat the digital divide and
bring Information and Communication Technologies closer to all women with complex needs, who
survive violence and are homeless in the city of Madrid, in order to generate real opportunities for
employment and social inclusion.
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For all these reasons we reiterate our thanks and our message of how important it is for us to receive
support such as that of the Fondation Arpe after understanding our mission, vision and values.

On behalf of the AIRES team, we send you our best regards.

Carmen Belchí García
President of AIRES
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